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166a Sunday, February 3, 2012The major structural component of a blood clot is a mesh of fibrin fibers, and
the mechanical properties of these fibers determine the mechanical behavior
of blood clots.
Using an atomic force microscopy (AFM)/optical microscopy technique we de-
termined key mechanical properties of fibrin fibers. We found that fibrin fibers
are among the most extensible and elastic protein fibers in nature; they can be
strained 150% before breaking and 50% before incurring permanent deforma-
tions. They have an elastic modulus of about 4 MPa and a total modulus (elastic
and viscous) of 8 MPa. They show strain hardening behavior, as they stiffen by
a factor of 2 at 100% strain. These and other data suggest a molecular model of
fibrin fibers in which the mostly unstructured alpha C-region plays a major role
in connecting fibrin monomers and protofibrils.
We also found interesting correlations between the mechanical properties of fi-
brin fibers and exercise and various diseases.
A bout of acute, strenuous exercise decreases fibrin fiber extensibility.
Fibrin fibers from old individuals with cardiovascular disease are more stretch-
able, more elastic and stiffer than those from healthy people.
Diabetes does not have a significant effect on fibrin fiber mechanical properties.
However, in these samples we found that fibrin fibers become stiffer as fibrin-
ogen concentration increases.
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Fibrin networks, the structural mesh upon which blood clots form, must elasti-
cally withstand the shear forces of blood flow and provide mechanical stability
to the clot. The mechanics of these networks are determined by the physical
properties of individual fibrin monomers and the interactions between them.
A critical interaction in the polymerization of fibrin fibers is the ‘A-a’ knob-
hole interaction. In order to investigate the mechanical response and unfolding
dynamics of the protein when pulled from the knob-hole interaction, we con-
ducted single-molecule force-clamp experiments to apply constant force spe-
cifically to the ‘A-a’ knob-hole location. This represents the first application
of the force-clamp technique to single-molecule fibrin studies. Force-clamp
provides an accurate measure of the kinetics of unfolding the g module of fi-
brin. This technique also revealed new extension patterns of multiple ~3nm ex-
tensions in fibrin at low (100pN and less) forces compared to a single extension
of ~6nm at higher forces. Free energy measurements extracted from force-
clamp experiments, DG = 21-30 kBT, agree with previous constant velocity fi-
brin unfolding studies by Averett et al. However, we discovered a non-
exponential dependence of probability of unfolding on time indicating
a more complex energy landscape than the simple two-state model. Additional
force-quench experiments have facilitated the study of the reversibility of fibrin
unfolding. The resultant information about the reversible nature of fibrin un-
folding may be helpful in creating a course-grained model for fibrin clot
behavior.
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Titin is a giant filamentous protein which, due to its sarcomeric arrangement,
molecular structure and elasticity, determines the passive mechanical proper-
ties of muscle. At low, physiologically relevant passive forces (<30 pN/mole-
cule) titin is thought to extend continuously at the expense of reducing the
configurational entropy of its tandem-Ig regions and PEVK domain. Structural
transitions, such as Ig-domain unfolding, are thought to begin only at forces
well exceeding the physiological regime, typically above 100 pN. To investi-
gate the detail in the mechanical behavior of titin in the low-force regime,
we manipulated individual native skeletal-muscle titin molecules by using
custom-built optical tweezers operating at high spatial and temporal resolution
in the constant-velocity or constant-force (force-clamp) mode.
Titin molecules, purified from rabbit longissimus dorsi, were captured with two
beads, one coated with the T12 sequence-specific antibody, and the other with
the photoreactive cross-linker sulfo-SANPAH. One of the beads was captured
in the optical trap, while the other with a micropipette, the position of which
was either moved with a constant rate or adjusted rapidly so as to maintain con-
stant force. At constant, physiologically relevant stretch rates (200-500 nm/s)
we observed discrete, step-like (~20-60 nm) structural changes at forces well
below 30 pN, prior to the onset of globular-domain unfolding. In force-
clamp stretch experiments these transitions decayed with a high-rate kineticcomponent. The low-force discrete transitions disappeared in the immediately
subsequent mechanical cycle but reappeared after a rest period, indicating that
they contribute to titin’s mechanical fatigue. This fatigue, previously attributed
to the PEVK domain, thus occurs by mechanically wearing out distinct struc-
tural elements, suggesting that long-range interactions stabilize this putative
random domain. The time- and force-scales suggest that the observed discrete
structural transitions may play an important role in sarcomeric stress
adaptation.
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Human cholesteryl ester mass can be transferred from atheroprotective high-
density lipoproteins (HDL) to atherogenic low-density lipoproteins (LDL) by
cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP), resulting higher probability of cardio-
vascular diseases. Finding out the mechanism of CETP in CE transferring
would be an important basis and key step toward the rational design of new
CETP inhibitors for treating cardiovascular diseases. Using electron micros-
copy, single-particle image processing and molecular dynamics simulation,
we discovered that CETP connects HDL and LDL or VLDL by penetrating
into HDL with its N-terminal domain and LDL or VLDL with its C-terminal
domain. By structural analyses, after special conformation change, the internal
pores of CETP can connect to a hydrophobic central cavity, thereby forming
a tunnel for transferring the cholesteryl ester from donor to acceptor lipopro-
teins. These new insights provide a key basis for revealing the mechanism of
CETP and designing new CETP inhibitor drugs.
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The senses of hearing and balance use hair cells in the inner ear to transform
mechanical stimuli into electrical signals. Mechanical force from sound waves
or head movements is conveyed directly to hair-cell transduction channels by
tip links, fine filaments formed by two atypical cadherins: protocadherin-15
and cadherin-23. These two proteins are required for mechanotransduction,
they are products of deafness genes, and they feature long extracellular do-
mains that are thought to interact tip-to-tip in a calcium-dependent manner.
However, the molecular architecture of the complex is unknown and recent
studies show that binding between them cannot be mediated by a classical cad-
herin interface. Moreover, the strength of this complex has not been character-
ized and the molecular mechanisms leading to cadherin-related deafness
remain unexplored.
Here we combine X-ray crystallography, microsecond-long molecular dynam-
ics simulations, and binding experiments to characterize the cadherin-23/
protocadherin-15 bond. We find a unique cadherin interaction mechanism,
with the two most N-terminal cadherin repeats (EC1þ2) of each protein inter-
acting to form an overlapped, antiparallel heterodimer. Simulations predict
that this tip-link bond is mechanically strong enough to resist forces in hair
cells. In addition, the complex becomes unstable upon calcium removal due
to increased flexure (entropic stress) of calcium-free cadherin repeats. Finally,
we use structures and biochemical measurements to understand molecular
mechanisms by which deafness mutations disrupt tip-link function. Overall,
our results shed light on the molecular mechanics of hair-cell sensory trans-
duction and on new interaction mechanisms for cadherins, a large protein fam-
ily implicated in tissue and organ morphogenesis, neural connectivity, and
cancer.
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There is tremendous interest in understanding the nanomechanical properties of
proteins and how secondary structure influences these properties. Recent
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AFM and MD simulations. These have focused on model systems such as sin-
gle domain fibrils or amyloids. Here, we investigate these properties in native
proteins chosen to represent particular protein classes: a (myoglobin and bo-
vine serum albumin (BSA)), aþb (lysozyme), and b (green fluorescent protein
(GFP)). We used Brillouin spectroscopy to provide information on the mechan-
ical modulus on an ~100nm length scale, accounting for contributions from the
protein, solvent, protein-protein interface, and protein-solvent interface; as
well as Raman and neutron scattering to analyze the low-frequency vibrational
spectra, the boson peak which might provide estimates of rigidity of a single
protein.
The results clearly demonstrate that the a-helix proteins are softer than the pro-
teins containing the b-motifs, both in dry and hydrated states (h~0.4). GFP with
its b-barrel structure is the most rigid protein studied. The Young’s modulus of
all the proteins decreases with increasing temperature. Dry proteins are rigid at
low temperature, with Young’s Modulus approaching ~7GPa (myoglobin) to
~13GPa (GFP). Hydrated proteins exhibit an increase in rigidity at low temper-
atures due to the freezing of hydrogen bond fluctuations between the protein
surface and hydration water molecules. At higher temperatures, the hydrated
proteins soften significantly, showing high conformational flexibility and expe-
riencing larger amplitude dynamics strongly coupled to the solvent. Our results
also suggest that this plasticizing effect by water is weaker for larger proteins,
whose hydrophobic core is less affected by the presence of solvent molecules.
Finally, we speculate about the physical origin of the boson peak in terms of
collective vibrations of specific secondary structural units.
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Small ubiquitin-like modifiers (SUMOs) are implicated in regulating protein
function through post-translational modification that is akin to ubiquitin. Ubiq-
uitin and SUMO proteins belong to b-grasp topology and share >95% struc-
tural homology. Similar to ubiquitin, SUMOs are also found to form
polymers in vitro and in vivo. However, the functional significance of polySU-
MOs remains to be understood. We have used protein engineering to construct
polyproteins, (SUMO1)8 and (SUMO2)8, in which individual protein mole-
cules are linked in tandem through N-C termini with peptide linkages. Mechan-
ical properties of these polyproteins are measured using single-molecule force
spectroscopy and compared them with those of polyubiquitins. We observed
a two-state mechanical unfolding pathway for SUMO1 and SUMO2, which
is similar to that of ubiquitin. Nevertheless, the unfolding forces of SUMO1
(~130 pN) and SUMO2 (~120 pN) are lower than that of ubiquitin (~190
pN) indicating their lower mechanical stability. The mechanical stabilities of
SUMO proteins and ubiquitin are well correlated with the number of inter-
residue contacts present in their structures. From pulling speed dependent me-
chanical unfolding experiments and Monte Carlo simulations, we find that the
unfolding potential widths of SUMO1 (~0.51 nm) and SUMO2 (~0.33 nm) are
much larger than that of ubiquitin (~0.19 nm), indicating that SUMO1 is 6
times and SUMO2 is 3 times more mechanically flexible than ubiquitin. Inter-
estingly, SUMO polyproteins are mechanically stronger than the physiologi-
cally relevant Lys48-C-linked polyubiquitin, which unfolds at very low
unfolding forces ~85 pN. This might suggest a possible mechanical role of
polySUMOs in proteasomal degradation, which is in concurrence with the
recent studies showing crosstalk between polySUMOs and polyubiquitin in
targeting proteins for degradation. We conclude that the mechanical flexibility
of SUMOs might also have implications in modulating the function of target
proteins through SUMOylation.
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By using force-quench AFM (FQ-AFM) spectroscopy molecular structures
with transient stiffnesses are detected during folding of a recombinant protein
with four I27 molecules linked in tandem. The intermediate stiffnesses are de-
tected from shape and peaks of the autocorrelation of the fluctuations in end-to-
end lengths of the folding molecules, as well as by applying the equipartition
theorem to FQ-AFM experimental results. In the light of the relevant molecular
dynamics simulations these intermediates are likely to probe the ensemble of
random-coiled collapsed states present both in the force-quench and thermal-
quench folding pathways.855-Pos Board B624
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Cellular biopolymers can exhibit significant compositional heterogeneities as
a result of the non-uniform binding of associated proteins, the formation of mi-
crostructural defects during filament assembly, or the imperfect bundling of fil-
aments into composite structures of variable diameter. These can lead to
significant variations in the local mechanical properties of biopolymers along
their length. Existing spectral analysis methods assume filament homogeneity
and therefore report only a single average stiffness for the entire filament. How-
ever, understanding how local effects modulate biopolymer mechanics in a spa-
tially resolved manner is essential to understanding how binding and bundling
proteins regulate biopolymer stiffness and function in cellular contexts. Here,
we present a new method to determine the spatially varying material properties
of complex biopolymers from the observation of passive thermal fluctuations of
the filament conformation. We develop new statistical mechanics-based ap-
proaches for heterogeneous filaments that estimate local bending elasticities
as a function of the filament arc-length. We validate this methodology using
simulated polymers with known stiffness distributions, and find excellent
agreement between derived and expected values. We then determine the bend-
ing elasticity of microtubule filaments of variable composition generated by re-
peated rounds of tubulin polymerization using either GTP or GMPCPP,
a nonhydrolyzable GTP analog. Again, we find excellent agreement between
mechanical and compositional heterogeneities.
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Cyclic-nucleotide gated (CNG) channels are tetramers composed of distinct
subunits. When the subunit CNGA1 is heterologously expressed in Xenopus
laevis oocytes, functional channels are activated by cyclic nucleotides and
have similar properties as that of native CNG channels. These channels belong
to the family of voltage-gated ion channels and share a significant amino acid
sequence identity with Kþ channels suggesting a common ancestral three-
dimensional structure. However, unlike Kþ channels, the crystal structure of
CNG channels is not known. In order to gain structural and functional informa-
tion of these channels, we used single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) to
unfold individual CNGA1 subunit from Xenopus laevis oocyte’s plasma mem-
brane (‘‘in situ’’). We have also expressed CNGA1 subunit linked to a single
molecule marker acting as a fingerprint in SMFS experiments, allowing the un-
equivocal recognition of spectra obtained from the unfolding of a single sub-
unit of CNGA1 channels. Force traces of CNGA1 subunits showed
a mechanical stability around 50pN. The comparison of contour length histo-
grams in the closed and open states showed that in the open state, the cyclic-
nucleotide binding (CNB) domain and the C-linker have a more defined folded
structure and that significant conformational changes occur in the pore region
upon gating.
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The detailed mechanisms of protein misfolding and aggregation remain largely
intractable, due to the complexity of possible interactions and folding path-
ways. One approach to this problem is to study the folding of minimal oligo-
mers of aggregation-prone proteins, simplifying the challenge of determining
how misfolding proceeds. Towards this end, we studied the folding of two
PrP molecules linked end-to-end to form dimers. The prion protein PrP con-
verts from a helical to b-rich form to cause transmissible spongiform enceph-
alopathies. Using optical tweezers to unfold and refold individual PrP dimers,
we found that dimers behave very differently from monomers. Remarkably, de-
spite the high folding rate of PrP, neither domain of the dimer ever formed the
native structure. Instead, the dimer formed exclusively a non-native structure,
which was rich in b-sheets. In contrast to the monomer, which folded without
intermediates, dimer folding proceeded through multiple partially-folded
